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Abstract

In this jmper, we propose an ef洗여ive method fbr music summarization which automatically extracts a representative part of the 

music by using si^ial Recessing technology. Proposed method uses a vector quantization technique to extinct several segments 

which cmi l力 reg^ded as the most inportant contents in 안!。music. In general, there is a repetitive pattern in music, and human 

tsually recognizes tfie nwst important or catehy tune from the repetitive pattern. Thus the repetition which is extracted using segment 

similarity is considered to express a music summary. The segments extr^ted are again combined to generate a complete music 

sumtnaiy. E冲erimems show the proposed me出od captures the main theme of tiie music more effectively than conventional methods. 

The experimental results also show that the proposed method could be used fbr real-time application since the processing time 

in ^nemting music summary is much faster than other methods,

K^words: Music summarization, Repetitive pattern, Segment similarity, Vector quantization

I. Introduction

Recently, digital music is moving into the main

stream of consumer life. Sales of single track down

load in the US in 2004 rose to 142.6 millions from 

19.2 millions in the second half of 2003 [1]. As the 

digital music market rapidly grows, there has been 

a great importance placed on efficient management 

of numerous digital music databases. However, loca

ting or browsing through thousands of tracks has a 

considerable data management problem [2]. Therefore 

automatic music summarization is very helpful and 

important for music indexing, content ~b건sed music 

retrieval, and on-line music distrib나tion [3]. Typical 

methods for mu듕ic summarization use 2~dimensional 

(2D) similarity matrix [2], [4], [5], [6]. The methods 

segment music signals into uniform length, extract
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features from frames, and find the frame-to-frame 

similarity. Th언n the similarity matrix is used for 

pattern matching. If some part of the music is 

repeated after a time in the music, the distribution 

of similarity values of the latter part is similarto the 

previous one. So we can find the best matching 

music phrase, and the phrase could be a good 

summary of the music. Some methods apply singular 

value decomposition to the similarity matrix to find 

similar or substantially repetitive 即p냐ps of segments 

[2]. Other methods compute a summary score by 

simply summing columns of the similarity matrix. 

Then the most representative contiguous pieces of 

the part are extracted [4]. In 2000, Logan used a 

clustering technique and hidden Markov model 

(HMM) to extract the key phrases in the music [7J. 

The method extracts features from music signals 

and labels them. Then it segments to analyze music 

structure and uses some heuristics to find the key 

phrase. On the other hand, a few methods have been
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proposed to extract several parts of the music after 

analyziri용 the music structure [8], [9], [10]. Some 

of those use melody-based metrics to analyze the 

music structure from the similarity matrix. One of 

them us얀s both a k—means algorithm and HMM to 

analyze the music structure. Although the experi

mental results in some of the previous works have 

shown good performances, it seems necessary to 

devise a method that can reduce processing time and 

find more 은ffective music summary for more general 

patterns such as pop music. The repetition of musical 

phrase is one of the important factors to recognize 

the catchy tune which is the most important and 

representative part of pop music because list얀 

운asily can remember this 언&t@d part 허nd reco

gnize original music when likening this. We can know 

that the chorus is repeated, and that the repeated 

chorus could be good for music summary. If we can 

find the exact repetition of a phrase with high 

similarity between them, the phrase could be re

garded as one of candidates for rmisic summary. 

Here the numb은r of times that segments are repeated 

is not considered in this scheme, because there could 

be some possibility that meaningless segments are 

frequently repeated. Instead we consider only the 

degree of similarity between two segments. Tocal- 

culate the segment similarity, distance between co

deword indices after vector quantization (VQ) is 

used. As a result, we co니Id greatly reduce proc언… 

ssing time. For evaluation, we use objective 걶nd 

subjective measures. The res냐its show that the pro

posed method is effective in capturing the main 

theme of music and applicable to real-time appli

cation because the processing time is very fast.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In 

Section II, the feature extraction is 얀xplained using 

this paper. The proposed m녀sic summarization tech

nique by using vector quantization and segment 

similarity is presented in Section III. Finally, in 

Section IV and V, the experimental results of the 

proposed methods and our conclusion are given.

II. Feature Extraction

In this scheme, chromagram, also called the pitch 

class profile (PCP) feat냐！■©, is us연d because human 

tends to recognize the sam안ness of music segments 

by melody metric. Chromagram represents energy 

pattern of musical notes. The chromagram combines 

the frequency components in short-time Fourier 

transform (STFT) belonging to the same pitch class 

게ad res나Its in a 12 一dimension갾 1 representation, 

corresponding to C, C#, D, D#, E, F, F#, Gs G#, A, 

A#, and B in music, respectively. For th얀 repre

sentation, let Xsm[K,n] denote the magnitude spectro

gram of signal x[끼, where。幺 K £ Mg / 2 , K is the 

frequency index, and NFFT is the FFT length [11]. 

The chromagram of x[n] can be defined as

為시K 끼 = STFT [K,ri\
~ (1)K.P(K}=K 、‘

The warping between the frequency index K in 

STFT and the index K in PCP is

F(幻 = ^1 限(슨・彳)]哄＜1。 ⑵

where fs is the sampling rate and fi is the 

reference frequency. The reference frequency can 

be set to the C3 note. In addition, dimensions of 

feature vector can be varied by varying the nume

rical value, D in (2). As a result, we can get D 

-dimensional feature vector in which each elements 

present the energies of pitch classes. In Experiments 

of this paper, D is set to 12.

III. Proposed Method

When some conventional summarization methods 

for extracting representative segmentsof music focus 

on the repetitiveness ofmusical phrases, they consider 
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on the re-occurrence frequencies of the segments 

as well. In addition, they usually need m니ch pro

cessing time. And, the approaches donot consider 

the human perception process of recognizing impor

tant parts of music. In general, popular music has a 

typicalpattern as shown in Fig. 1.

In the beginning, there is an intro section. The 

section usually does not have any vocal sound. The 

general aim of the section is to increas언 list언ner's 

interest. After the section, there could be a vocal 

section. Hie section, called verse,has relatively smooth 

mood or melody. And th얀!!, the chorus section com언s 

out. The section is usually regarded as the most 

important, catchy,and representative part of music. 

However, av얀rage people compared to an 언xpert 

need to listen to the music more repetitively to 

recognize or analyze the structure of music. But the 

process of recognizing the structure is not very 

different. Almost people can recognize similar melody, 

phrase, lyrics, and mood of music because theycan 

remember the repetition of phrases although the 

melody or lyrics isslightly varied at the later occu

rrences. Thus, it is not difficult to understand or 

analyze the structure of music although individual's 

musical ability is different. Thus, considering simi

larity between two segments will be very useful 

when we find the structure of music. The most im

portant parts of the struct냐re are the verse and 

chords sections, and the verse and chorus are 

several times repeated with slight modification within 

a piece of music. Thus, the property of the 아ruct냞re 

is the most important factor in the segment similarity 

method for extracting music summary, The algo

rithm of the segment similarity method is shown in 

the Fig. 2.

Firstly, frame analysis is performed. The frame 

size is 1 sec with no ov연Happing* Secondly, feature 

vector of each frame is extracted. Thirdly, LBG 

clustering is conducted. Of course, other VQ methods 

likek-means can be used. The codebook size was 

set to 128 in this work. After training, the codebook 

is used for encoding the whole frames of music. 

Thus, each frame has the corresponding codeword 

index. Then calculation of the segment similarity is 

performed. The segment similarity (SS) is calcu

lated by using the equations defined as

Verse 1 Chorus Verse2 Chorus 懸:

Fig. 1. General pattern of pop music.

Fig. 2. Flow chart of the algorithm.

„ , 1，rc(x)=c(j)
frame '' [ 0, otherwise (3)

1 *2吉뎌
SSXry(k}7k2) =  ---- ^sframe(x + t,k} +t)

~ 灼 f=o I 사丿

(佑*，电*) = ArgMax SSx：y g,k2) (5)

where 0<x<N-L, y = x + Lt y<klt 4= 서+ Z, 

and 九両 --丄曲区.N is the number of total frames 

in the music, L is the number of frames in a segment, 

%min is the number of frames of predefined minimum 

segment length, ^mas is the number of frames of 

predefined maximum segment length, $丿刼，心 is a 

similarity measiHement between frames, SSL,)，(*i，*2) 

is the segment similarity between a segment from x 

-th frame to y -th frame and a segment from 灯 ~th 
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frame to k2 -th frame, and C(n) is a codeword index 

of the n -th frame. Thus equation (3) finds the 

sameness between frames. The function returns 1 if 

the codeword indices of two frames are same； other

wise it returns 0. Equation (4) calculatesthe similarity 

between two segments which are separated ap겼！"t A 

segment is composed of several frames of m니sic. So 

the similarity between segments can be evaluated by

considering the sameness of whole music. Then one 

segment pair which has the largest similarity value 

is found presented in equation (5). And the process 

of calculating the segment similarity is repeated until 

it reaches a predefined number. Here th은 pairs found 

previously are excluded in th은 next process. That is, 

fh언 range of the segment pair which has the largest 

similarity value in the present process should not 

overlap with the ranges of pairs found previously. It 

is possible to use some techniques to select just one 

segment among the segments searched. It depends 

on user preference or user query. If we want to 

construct a system which has functionality that user 

could select type of music summary such as km융 or 

short version, we need to add other algori나im to 

select one segment among several segments in the 

segment similarity scheme. One possible choice is to 

냐so the energy of each segment.

IV. Experimental Result and Discussion

In order to evaluate the method, four criterions 

which were defined in our previous paper [12] are 

ii동ed again. The first is how well the method grasps 

the chorus of music. It is related to the accuracy in 

Table 1. The meaning of the accuracy of table 1 is 

the averag연 probabilityof catching chorus successfully 

for total 10 songs. If automatically extracted summary 

includes any one of hand-made choruses of original 

music, we regard this automatically extracted summary 

as succeed.The second is how much the method 

compresses the original music. It is related to the 

compression ratio in the table. The compression 

ratio is an average of the percentile representation 

of the ratio between the length of the summarized 

song and the length of the original one. The third is 

how much the final music summary contains di

ssimilar segments of original music. It is related to 

the total segments and the total NSS. The total 

segments are the total number of segm연nts the 

method gen원!"淇©d automatically, and the total NSS is 

the total summation of the NSS which is the number 

of similar segments within a summary generated 

automatically. The last is how fast the method ex

tracts the summary. It is related to the processing 

time. The comparison results are shown in Table 1 

and Fig. 3.

I'he Peeters5 method [8] is denoted by HMM. In 

this Peeter^ method, a HMM is 연sfim&ted by using 

the Bau-Welch algorithmfor given music, and then 

music summary is extracted using state sequences 

which are outputs of Viterbi decoding. Two-stage 

stands for the method developed previously [12]. In 

the first state of this two-stage method, frames are 

classified by k-means algorithm after computing the 

BPM (Bits Per Minute). The classes of frames are 

grouped into several groups, and then music su~~

Table 1. The results of performance comparison among th으 

Peelers method u이ng HMM 어MM), two-stage clu
stering (IWO-STAGE), and the ^ment simlarity me
thod (SS)

Symb 여 HMM Two-stage SS

Accuracy (%) 50 90 80

Comp「濟ion ratio (%) 13.16 17.13 17.49

Total segments 25 29 30

Tot 기 NSS 2 4 6

Fig. 3. Processing time of th은 summarization methods.
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mmary is extracted by using frames included in these 

groups. SS stands for the segment similarity method. 

We used 10 songs (Avril Lavigne, Michael Jackson, 

etc) for evaluation. The test songs were manually 

annotated to evaluate the accuracy and the NSS. All 

the songs are s어mpl은d at 16 kHz with 16 bits per 

sample and mono format. The results show that 

two-stage is better in capturing the main theme of 

the music than other methods. The segment simila

rity method catches the hook of the music well al

though the accuracy is le도s than the two-s후age 

method. This method among three methods also 

indud안s the largest number of segments, which is 

bounded to a fixed number in the scheme. However, 

the compression ratio is not much bigger than other 

methods. So we can say that the performance of the 

segment similarity method for catching hooks and 

generating several segments is reasonable. But the 

method is not good in the aspect of NSS factor. It 

means that the numberof similar segments within a 

summary is greater than other methods bee거use 

similar pairs could be found at the second or third 

process if a segment is frequently occurred more 

than 4 times with slight variation. To prevent this 

situation, it is possible to delete duplicate segments 

within a summary. But it was not considered in this 

scheme because it is difficult to set an exact 

threshold to know duplicate segments. We could use 

melody metrics or devise other approaches in later 

works. In the aspect of processing tim연, how은ver, 

the segment similarity method is much faster than 

other methods. To find repetitive sections, we just 

compare the identity of codeword indices after VQ. 

Thus the proposed method could be the best choice 

for a real-time application which req냐ires fast pro

cessing time and comparable performance.

V. Conclusion

In this paper a method for automatic music su

mmarization, which attemptsto find several segments 

within a single music piece, was proposed. The ex

perimental results show that the proposed method 

has good performance. The method uses VQ, PCP 

feature, and equationsfor calculation of the segment 

similarity value. The experimental results show that 

the method was very good in th연 aspect of pro

cessing time and the accuracy was also good. Nowa

days, music indexing, retrieval, and browsing techno - 

logies are becoming more and more important. In 

addition, 니sers' taste could be different. Some users 

like a short music summary which includes just a 

chorus part of music, and some users like a long 

music summary which includes various segments* 

However, there will be storage problem if w언 ge

nerate whole different types of music summaries in 

advance. Thus it will be very helpful if a summa

rization method has very fast processing time. By 

using themethod} we do not need to generate music 

summaries in advance. Service provider could ge

nerate a music summary based on user query in real 

-time. In this aspect, the proposed method could 

have a merit. In the next step, we will consider 

melody metrics to find duplicate segments within a 

summary. In addition, we need to test various code

word sizes and clustering algorithms. The results of 

this paper were presented through the average per

formances of four evaluation criteria, but if these 

performances are given according to genres, the 

performance of the proposed method is more vahi- 

able for researchers in the music summarization.
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